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About me/project
Network engineer focused on SP networks

❏ Changed quite a few jobs( small and big ISPs ) , need to learn their network fast.
❏ Not all of them had tools / diagrams  <insert shock gif here > 
❏ Some had but limited access to new hire’s :) ,  so no day one topology for me. 
❏ Worked with all 3 big modeling tools ( Car... , Wan..., Pa....) <- those are better go buy one 

Build one based on information from ISIS MPLS-TE extensions

❏ ISIS speaker/parser ( no hello/lsp auth ) - legacy ( fire up a vMX/XRV )
❏ JNP XML ( netconf )
❏ IOS XR ( netconf ) 
❏ Nokia SR OS ( netconf ) 
❏ BGP-LS via GoBGP

Started as a fork of eNMS ( https://github.com/afourmy/eNMS ) <- big thanks , go check his project out 

❏ Frontend bootstrap html / Backend python flask 
❏ D3js for network graphs using parallel links ( someone did half of the math for me  

https://webiks.com/d3-js-force-layout-straight-parallel-links/ )
❏ LnetD-QT for traffic modeling , what if analysis 

https://github.com/afourmy/eNMS
https://webiks.com/d3-js-force-layout-straight-parallel-links/
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Topology acquisition - JNP XML

Sqlite3 Database 



Topology acquisition - XR Netconf XML

Sqlite3 Database 



Topology acquisition - Nokia RPC

Sqlite3 Database 



Data enrichment 

ifHighSpeed = Capacity
ifHCoutOctets = Util
ifIndex = l_int



D3js Network Graph 



D3js Network Graph - SPF Calculation 



Other features 
- CC to CC capacity and util ( dummy data)
- PoP Map ( dummy data )



Other features 

- P&T capacity map (dummy data)
- Netflow Data (dummy data)



Other features 

- Device/Interface Inventory



Other features 

- BGP Peer Inventory
- Traffic forecast



What if scenario - Import LnetD topology



What if scenario - Import Netflow Demands



What if scenario 
Other features:

- Add link/Nodes
- Change metric/capacity
- L1 Topology Mapping



Demo time


